A: ATTACHING THE ARMRESTS:

A1. Remove the main body of the massage chair from its packaging. Locate the two armrests and remove all plastic covering.

A2. Locate the three holes (circled in red in the picture) at the base of the left armrest, attached to the chair.

* Although there is a hole, please disregard the one circled in black.

A3. Look in the carton to locate the three identical screws depicted here:

(top view)  (side view)  (inverse view)
A4. Fit the three screws mentioned in step A3 into the three holes mentioned in step A2. Be sure the screw is positioned with the + & - at the top so that the screw is positioned exactly as shown in the illustration.

A5. Locate the three bolts already partially inserted along the top of the left armrest. Align these three bolts with the holes depicted in A2 but do not fully set the arm rest onto the chair body.

A6. The lower armrest has 2 air nozzles that will line up with the sockets in the upper armrest. Insure they line up correctly when putting arm on and fit together gently.

A7. Align these three bolts with the holes depicted in A2 and lower the upper arm all the way onto the chair, making sure the air nozzles are inserting into the sockets as in A6.
A8. Check to confirm the upper armrest is snug with the lower armrest. Install and rotate the cam-locks in a clockwise direction till tight.

To ease access to the rear cam locks, release the armrests from the chairback by unlatching the armrests from the rear of the chair. Release the latch in the center of the rear of the chair and move the back forward out of the way.

A9. Upon completing of assembling the left armrest, repeat the same process to assemble the right armrest.
B: ATTACHING THE LEGREST:

REMOVE THE LEGREST FROM ITS PACKAGING AND POSITION IT IN FRONT OF THE MAIN CHAIR BODY.

---

INSERT THE POWER CABLE TILL IT CLICKS, THEN INSERT THE AIR HOSE INTO THE BOTTOM AIR HOSE OPENING (THERE ARE 2 OPENINGS, THE TOP IS NOT USED AND HAS NO FUNCTION)

* The air hose should be inserted into the bottom air hose opening slot shown here.
On the top left and right of the legrest are two bolt holes. Insert the hex screw through the bolt holes to fasten one side of the leg rest to the body of the massage chair. Repeat on the other side.

Now zip the legrest to the seat cushion and the legrest is complete.

C: Attaching the Back Cushion:

Zip the top of the back cushion to the top of the backrest. While looking at the chair from the front there are three air hoses in the back left of the backrest cushion that need to be connected. Both ends of the air hoses are numbered. Connect the matching numbers to each other, 5 to 5, 6 to 6, 11 to 11.
WHILE LOOKING AT THE CHAIR FROM THE FRONT THERE IS ONE AIR HOSE AND ONE POWER CONNECTION IN THE BACK RIGHT OF THE BACK CUSHION THAT NEED TO BE CONNECTED. CONNECT THE AIR HOSE 12 TO 12 AND CONNECT THE POWER CABLE AS SHOWN

**D: ATTACHING THE SPEAKER / AIRBAG UNITS:**

THE SPEAKER UNITS ARE LABELED L FOR LEFT AND R FOR RIGHT AS IF YOU ARE SITTING IN THE CHAIR
CONNECT THE WHITE SPEAKER CONNECTOR TO THE WHITE CONNECTOR ON THE CHAIR. PUSH ON TILL IT CLICKS

INSERT THE 3 JOINT PINS IN THE SPEAKER UNIT INTO THE THREE MATCHING CONNECTING TUBES ON THE CHAIR
AFTER THE JOINT PINS ARE FULLY INSERTED, MOVE THE SLIDER TO EXPOSE THE LOCKING SCREW. TIGHTEN THE SCREW AND MOVE THE SLIDER BACK TO COVER THE SCREW.

AFTER PLUGGING IN POWER CORD AND REMOTE CONTROL CORD TO THE BACK OF THE CHAIR YOUR INFINITY IT-8500 IS READY FOR USE!
ENJOY!
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